Morphometric studies in inbred and hybrid house mice. VIII. Effects of litter size on brain size and body size.
Litter size, brain size, and body size were examined in inbred and hybrid house mice of three different ages in order to test whether litter size exhibits a positive genetic, but negative environmental association with both brain and body size. As estimated from among-line covariation, litter size showed a positive, but non-significant genetical association with brain and body size. It also showed a significant, negative environmental association with brain and body size, as hypothesized. Over all inbreds and hybrids, litter size explained 8% and 14%, respectively, of the within-strain (environmental) variation in brain and body size. It was concluded that the negative phenotypic association of litter size with brain size and especially body size is the reflection of a well-known negative maternal environmental effect whereby mice with large body sizes tend to produce larger litters of mice with smaller body sizes.